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1. INTRODUCTION 

The popularity of the Internet makes it an attractive option for conducting surveys – it has even been predicted that 

online-questionnaires will replace traditional delivery methods [3].  Although online-questionnaires offer many [e.g., 7, 

15, 24] advantages over traditional paper-based questionnaires, the nature of the electronic medium itself brings some 

unique challenges [e.g., 3, 6, 11, 15].  To support the creation of online-questionnaires that fully exploit the advantages 

whilst addressing the challenges, guidelines have been derived to support online-questionnaire design [22].   

An environmental scan of existing online-questionnaire design tools found that little, if any, support is currently 

incorporated within tools to guide online-questionnaire design according to the essence of these guidelines [24].  A 

logical step towards better supporting online-questionnaire design is, therefore, to practically and effectively incorporate 

the online-questionnaire design guidelines into design tools.  This paper reflects on the pros and cons of various 

candidate support mechanisms which we considered during the realization of this step.  The discussion is, necessarily, 

biased towards our goal and constraints; it is not our intention to extrapolate generic implications from our reflections, 

but rather to discuss our systematic comparison process and resulting observations in the hope that both may be useful to 

researchers and developers faced with a similar challenge. 

Section 2 provides some limited background information about online-questionnaires and the guidelines derived to 

support their design; readers are referred to [22-24] for more detail.  Section 3 reflects on a comparison of candidate 

support mechanisms which we undertook to identify appropriate mechanisms for incorporating the guidelines into a 

commercially available online-questionnaire design tool.  The paper concludes with an outline of our planned future 

work. 

   

2. BACKGROUND 

Generating a respondent-friendly questionnaire can pose many challengers for designers, especially inexperienced 

designers [23, 30].  Design is a complex activity, often involving too much information to feasibly consider without 

support [10]; with support, however, there is potential for designers to be more productive and to produce better quality 

artifacts [30].  One means by which to provide such support for online-questionnaire design is in the form of design 

guidelines. 

Until recently, online-questionnaire design guidelines have, however, been somewhat scarce [6, 25, 34, 39].  In an 

attempt to overcome the lack of a practical reference guide, Lumsden [22] derived an extensive set of online-

questionnaire design guidelines from principles in the relevant domains of website, paper-questionnaire, and online-

questionnaire design.  Informed by research on website design, the guidelines have a strong focus on accessibility and 

usability, such as issues concerning visually impaired users and the elderly [24]. 

Despite their relevance there are, however, several problems generally associated with the practical use of guidelines [16, 

18, 26]: when manifested as a physical document, guidelines are often impractical and therefore ignored [16]; when they 
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must be manually located from a central source they become de-contextualized, lessening their apparent applicability 

and/or reducing awareness of guideline violation [18]; designers may not know how to interpret and apply abstract 

guidelines correctly [16, 26]; and guidelines can conflict with one another – increasing the cognitive demands placed on 

designers [16, 26] – and some (e.g., those relating to design consistency) can be hard to manually enforce.  Limiting the 

practical effectiveness of guidelines, these issues can be addressed by incorporating guidelines into design software and 

thereby making guidelines an integral and active part of the design process.   

Rarely do available online-questionnaire design tools incorporate support for the essence of Lumsden’s guidelines [24].  

In the rare instances where guidelines are incorporated, they are typically conveyed via defaults and non-context 

sensitive help facilities.  Where defaults are used, designers are not advised about the possible side effects of modifying 

the default choices.  Non-context sensitive help facilities, such as documentation commonly found under a help menu, 

provide inadequate support because designers must discontinue their design activity and manually search for design 

guidance – the interruption, combined with inconvenience, making this an unlikely occurrence.   

In a trial evaluation of Lumsden’s guidelines, based on their current hardcopy manifestation, they were shown to add 

considerable value to the resulting design of an online-questionnaire [23].  For reasons already noted, it is unlikely that 

the guidelines will achieve widespread practical adoption and impact in their current paper form.  Our aim is, therefore, 

to investigate how best to incorporate the guidelines within an online-questionnaire design tool such that they inform the 

design from a practical, active (as opposed to their current passive) perspective.   

Online-questionnaire design tools are complex applications and, since current tools (as already mentioned) provide 

minimal active design guidance, we investigated other genres of software design tools in order to systematically review 

potential candidate support mechanisms for use within the context of online-questionnaire design tools.  The remainder 

of this paper discusses the results of this evaluative process. 

 

3. ASSESSING CANDIDATE SUPPORT MECHANISMS 

We define a support mechanism to be a user interface element (or set of related elements) that assists a designer in 

creating better products and/or in solving problems. 

To allow us to systematically assess existing support mechanisms relative to our problem domain, we had to first 

establish a set of criteria to guide our comparison.  We based our set of criteria on the fact that design support within an 

online-questionnaire design tool should [24]: 

• point out sub-optimal decisions; 

• be context-linked to actions; 

• set up best choices by default; 

• educate a designer about guidelines; and 

• automate certain tasks. 

We added the criterion that the support mechanism within the tool should be able to provide suggestions to the designer, 

as well as a number of other criteria as shown in Table 1.  We used consequence tables [17] (see Table 1) to support our 

goal-specific comparison process.  

 

3.1  Support Mechanisms  

Via a systematic literature review, we identified several potentially appropriate support mechanisms – originating in 

critiquing systems [31, 36, 38], learning systems [21, 29, 40], help systems [1, 2, 5], and automated systems [4, 20, 35] – 

and categorized the mechanisms as follows: 

• Critics; 

• Wizards; 

• Knowledge Repositories; 

• Automated Design Creators; and 

• Scaffolds and Supplementary Supports. 
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Critics 

A critic is an intelligent agent that provides assistance during the design process [31] by analyzing a designer’s solution 

[36].  A critic can analyze a design according to various criteria, such as guideline adherence, completeness, design 

consistency, and alternative design choices [37].  Feedback from the analysis is then presented to the designer (often as a 

list of messages); once the feedback is considered, appropriate design modifications can be made.  Critics are found in 

critiquing systems – these systems are responsible for generating and presenting critic feedback, activating and de-

activating critics, and updating internal design representations.   

 

Table 1: A consequence table. 

Wizards 

A wizard guides a user through a process on a step-by-step basis [1].  A user is typically presented with options for 

selecting/entering desired preferences and properties; the wizard then automatically performs corresponding tasks based 

on the user’s specifications.   

Knowledge Repositories 

A knowledge repository stores and displays information that can assist a designer in making educated design decisions.  

Some systems have included design guidelines as hypertext references so that a designer is not required to laboriously 

reference a paper document [18, 19].  Others have included statistics about past design decisions [16] so that such 

knowledge can provide additional context.   

Automated Design Creators 

Some researchers are concentrating on automated generation techniques, such as methods found in the fields of expert 

systems [20, 35], generative programming [4, 33], and model-driven development [9, 14].  A common aim among these 

systems is to provide a designer with the ability to specify design requirements and/or objectives after which the system 

produces a corresponding design.  Some systems allow a designer to manually modify the solution once generated [9].   

 Primary Supports 

Criteria critic wizard 
knowledge 
repository 

automated 
design  
creator 

Increases chances of creating respondent-friendly questionnaires 1st 2nd 4th 3rd 

   can point out sub-optimal decisions Y    

   can be context-linked to actions Y Y   

   can set up best choices by default  Y  Y 

   can educate user about guidelines Y  Y  

    can automate tasks  Y  Y 

   can provide suggestions Y    

Approach meets desirable implementation criteria 1st 3rd 4th 1st 

   been implemented in a web environment Y Y Y Y 

   could encode all guidelines (All, Most, Some, None) Most Some None Most 

   could be implemented within my time frame Y Y Y Y 

Supported by others' research 1st 3rd 4th 2nd 

   positive author comments  1st 3rd 4th 2nd 

   negative author comments 1st 3rd 4th 1st 

Overall: 1st 3rd 4th 2nd 
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Scaffolds and Supplementary Supports 

Scaffolds are defined as “software features that address the cognitive obstacles learners face so they can engage in the 

work in an educationally productive manner” [29, p.81].  With the support of scaffolds, students are often able to 

successfully perform work which likely would not otherwise have been possible [29].   

A natural bi-product of providing practical guidance to designers during the creation of an online-questionnaire – and an 

important anticipated outcome of exposure to appropriate support mechanisms during design activities – is furthering the 

learning of online-questionnaire designers.  As such, although our educational objective is not as explicit as it is in e-

Learning systems, we chose to include scaffolds in our evaluation because we believe scaffolds may be a useful 

approach for conveying the information contained in guidelines. 

We classify a range of other mechanisms as supplementary supports – e.g., templates, hypertext, defaults, and examples 

– which can be used by any of the primary mechanisms previously described.  For example, a wizard can use hypertext 

to link to other actions in an interface.   

 

3.2  Candidate Comparison 

We believe that the nature of scaffolds and supplementary mechanisms makes them better suited, and more powerful, as 

complementary supports in our context; for instance, a critic that alerts a designer to an ill-advised modification of a 

default property offers more support than a system that only includes defaults with no advising capabilities.  With this in 

mind, we systematically compared the relative merits of the other mechanisms to act as a primary support.  Table 1 

shows our primary comparison criteria, divided into sub-criteria.  The “positive/negative author comments” sub-criteria 

are further divided as shown in Table 2; we evaluated each on the three point scale shown.  The following discussion is 

from the perspective of comparing a critiquing system to the remaining three candidates relative to our specific goal; this 

standpoint was adopted both for ease of discussion and because, upon initial review, the critiquing approach seemed 

potentially the most capable of meeting our specific needs.  In essence, the discussion serves to confirm this observation. 

3.2.1 Favorable Characteristics 

Since many critiquing systems demonstrate the potential to include a large number of guidelines, it seems that a critic has 

the capability of supporting the majority of Lumsden’s extensive guidelines.  This is important because it maximizes the 

comprehensiveness of active support that can be offered to a designer.  Consider this capability in comparison with the 

other noted mechanisms.  Since a wizard is primarily suited towards procedural tasks, it is likely that a wizard could only 

provide active support for very specific guidelines – for instance, those guidelines that pertain to the suggested structure 

(i.e., page breakdown) of an online-questionnaire.  A knowledge repository is a passive form of support that is likely to 

manifest as a de-contextualized hyperlinked manual of guidelines, which would have to be manually searched by the 

designer.  Finally, although an automated design creator could also encode a large portion of the guidelines, Eisenstein 

and Puerta have argued that “the only way to build a system that is usable in real-world design projects is to focus on 

those areas of design that are particularly amenable to automation and leave other areas of design in human hands” [8, 

p.75].  On this basis, it is likely that automating all of Lumsden’s guidelines is not appropriate, albeit a semi-automated 

approach might be suitable.  This is, in fact, the approach of critiquing systems: they provide an automated analysis tool 

that focuses on tedious and low-level details (a task ideally suited to computers), while leaving the designer in charge of 

making final design decisions. 

A second attractive feature of a critic is its ability to encourage a novice designer to think like an expert [30]; critics 

actively bring relevant issues and possible trade-offs to the designer’s attention.  In comparison, wizards seldom allow 

such opportunities to present themselves since they are automated tools that aim to hide details from a user.  Despite the 

expert knowledge contained within a knowledge repository, the process of obtaining this information is far too passive 

and laborious to make it a viable means by which to encourage expert thinking.  Although an automated design creator 

can also encourage expert thinking (e.g., [8, 28]), the process is not as explicit as in a critiquing system.  Further criteria 

favoring a critic include its ability to explicitly educate a designer about guidelines, as well as actively pointing out sub-

optimal design decisions and providing suggestions on possible fixes [37].  Using a wizard can lead to some transfer of 

knowledge, but not to the extent that comes from interacting with a critic, and very rarely are explicit educational 

opportunities provided in an automated design creator.  A knowledge repository can promote learning, but in a reactive 

fashion.  None of the other three approaches offer analysis and advice provision capabilities.  
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Finally, the concept of critiquing is a natural part of design [31]; to improve an artifact, a designer must determine 

whether aspects of the design need improving and if so, the means by which to make the corresponding improvements. 

Table 2: Assessed positive and negative criteria – Yes = Y; Sometimes/Somewhat = S; No = N. 

  

3.2.2 Unfavorable Characteristics  

While there are many favorable characteristics to support the critic approach, we must equally consider the 

disadvantages or unfavorable characteristics of this approach.  Principal amongst these is the potential for user reluctance; 

one study showed that critics were seen to challenge designers’ authority and the critiquing was perceived as antagonistic 

[37].  The study viewed negatively the fact that designers anticipated the criticism and performed design actions in an 

effort to avoid the firing of feedback (although some might argue it to be a positive outcome).  Whatever one’s stance, a 

  Primary Supports 

 Criteria critic wizard 
knowledge 
repository 

automated 
design 
creator 

promote reflection on decisions Y N N S 

reduce design error costs Y Y S Y 

support during design context Y S N S 

novice considers expert issues Y N S N 

designed for real work environments Y Y Y S 

part of natural design process Y N S N 

ideal for structured tasks S Y N Y 

no need to search for guidance Y Y N Y 

can link to other UI services Y Y Y Y 

ideal for novice users N Y S S 

user acquires knowledge Y S S S 

guidance is searchable and/or explorable S N Y N 

good for consistency & low-level issues Y Y N Y 

decisions can be made for user N S N Y 

user can guide system to desired solution N N N S 

speed up development S S S S 

P
o

s
it

iv
e

 

improve quality of work S S S S 

potential for designer resistance/reluctance N S Y N 

feedback may not be viewed S Y Y Y 

designer may be left to perform many manual tasks  N S N Y 

feedback may be irrelevant S Y S Y 

creativity may be stifled S S Y N 

concentration may be interrupted S Y N Y 

designer may not be encouraged to reflect on decisions S S Y N 

mechanism is often explicitly invoked Y N N S 

cannot run concurrently while designer modifies design Y N Y Y 

assistance opportunities typically designer responsibility Y N N Y 

mechanism not well integrated into design environment Y Y N Y 

feedback may be overwhelming S Y N Y 

designer may be forced to read documentation S Y N Y 

designer may lose feeling of being in control Y S Y S 

designer's knowledge may not contribute to design Y S Y S 

N
e

g
a

ti
v

e
 

resulting interfaces tend to look similar to one another Y N Y N 
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subsequent study [30] suggests that, unsurprisingly, it is the design of the critic feedback and corresponding interaction, 

as opposed to the critic metaphor itself, that determines designer response to the support mechanism.  

While the possibility exists for a designer to resist a critic, the same risk is equally real for the other three support 

mechanisms.  Novice users prefer lots of guidance and limited choices, while expert users tend to favor less guidance 

and the availability of many options [27]; as such, it is highly likely that a wizard could be viewed as restrictive by 

experienced designers.  Users rarely consult passive documentation and online-help [2] and so although, being easily 

ignored, knowledge repositories are less likely to meet explicit resistance, as a solution in our context they are less likely 

than a critic to be effective because they can so easily be disregarded.  Finally, automated design creators are often 

criticized on account of the limitations they place on the extent to which a designer can actively bring his/her knowledge 

to the design process [38] and users of expert systems typically resent being placed in a passive human-computer 

interaction role [35].  In contrast, researchers have argued in favor of critics because such mechanisms encourage 

collaborative problem solving [12, 31, 35, 38].   Instead of a one-sided problem solving approach, both the designer’s 

and system’s knowledge play a key role in the design process [38].   

Robbins [31] asserts that existing critiquing systems force the designer to engage in too many manual tasks, namely: 

modifying a design in response to critic feedback; enabling/disabling relevant/irrelevant critics; and instructing the 

system in how a critique was resolved.  Although theses issues are important, they are essentially facets of the interaction 

design (and hence, usability) of a critic as opposed to concerns about its inherent ability as a concept to effectively 

support a designer.  Furthermore, leaving the designer in control is a strength of critiquing systems; the ability to, for 

example, manually modify a design is a desirable characteristic in such software.  A wizard can be used to start a design 

session from a default template, but complete construction of a questionnaire is unlikely to be possible without some 

manual designer intervention.  Indeed, only certain aspects of questionnaire creation are amenable to automation and 

manual design decisions and modifications are unavoidable.  Of all four mechanisms, knowledge repositories place the 

heaviest manual burden on the designer; guidelines must be manually searched, read, and interpreted.  At the other end 

of the spectrum, as already mentioned, an automated design creator typically does not provide enough opportunities for 

manual intervention.  Although some automated design creators (e.g., [33]) allow a designer to actively engage with the 

system and manually select components for the later automated generation phase, we believe that having to choose a 

multitude of low-level design components places no fewer demands on the designer than a critiquing system.  

Finally, critiquing systems are sometimes criticized on account of the degree to which they can potentially interrupt a 

designer’s task concentration [13].  While certainly a valid concern, interruption is not always a negative issue; a critic 

educates a designer by posing appropriate questions in real time and reflection is encouraged.  Reflection is a part of the 

mental process during design and researchers [13, 32, 37] often cite psychological theories to support the use of the critic 

mechanism on these grounds. 

4. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 

As the first step towards incorporating guideline support within an online-questionnaire design tool, we have conducted 

an environmental scan of appropriate design support mechanisms used in other genres of software design tools.  We have 

concluded that the advantages of a critic outweigh its potential disadvantages within our specific context.  We believe 

that this natural user interface metaphor, which encourages self-critiquing of a work-in-progress, is the most appropriate 

mechanism for supporting an online-questionnaire designer. 

We observed that critiquing systems normally focus on visual feedback – typically relying on the presentation of textual 

messages to convey critiques.  Alternative modalities (such as audio feedback) could prove to be beneficial in better 

supporting designer-critic dialogue; indeed, Ericsson suggests that “better cues are needed” to signal comments needing 

immediate attention [10].  We therefore propose to investigate alternative means of presenting critic feedback to a 

designer.  Once we have completed our development phase, we intend to conduct extensive usability studies to 

determine the precise aspects of our design that do and do not work in the context of online-questionnaire design; on the 

basis of the findings of such studies, we hope to improve on our initial design and identify which components of support 

benefit from automation and which should be left in the control of the designer. 

As noted in the introduction, we acknowledge that the discussion presented here is biased towards our goal and 

constraints.  Although we have not, therefore, extrapolated generic implications from our reflections, we hope that this 

discussion concerning our comparative observations will prove useful to researchers and developers faced with a similar 
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challenge.  Furthermore, we hope our observations might also prove useful in terms of knowing what to look for when 

selecting a well-supported online-questionnaire design tool in the future!  
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